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Well, for the longest
time it looked like
spring would never
come, but at last, after delaying launch
by a week, some
warm weather, at
least warm enough to
work on boats. Good
call on the delay,
Will.   I hope the summer evolves to be a whole lot better than
the spring has been and by the time you are
reading this, all the boats are in the water.
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I want to welcome our new Board members,
Mark MacRae in Communications, Nikolay Roshtainsky in Moorings, and Leigh Geraghty as
Secretary. Joanna Kidd has moved from Secretary
to Grounds for this year. And a big thank you to
our retiring Board members Steve Gigiel as Moorings Chair, Richard Slee in Communications,
Michael Kelly in Grounds, and Philip Chatterton
in Entertainment. All other positions remain the
same as last year except we still have a gaping
hole at Entertainment as we could find no one to
run for that position last fall. Thanks to all Board
members for willing to get involved and dedicate
the time necessary to make Queen City work.
We also have our manager Laura Vanek returning this year, as well as Ed Munson and the Bight
Restaurant, and our chief handyman Felipe.  
The club continues to be healthy financially,
with a strong nearly full membership, but
that’s just a starting point not an end point.
The Board has been meeting monthly over the
winter and have been quite active to ensure
we stay healthy and strong for our next 125
years. Please read the individual Board Reports
for more detail, but here are some highlights.
The Board held two “retreats” over the winter
to better determine a strategic direction for future planning at the club. Trevor Spurr as Plan-
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ning Chair led this initiative and the sessions
were facilitated by our Club Manager, Laura
Vanek. The process was most enlightening and
determined that people were pretty happy about
where the club was at and didn’t anticipate the
need for significant change going forward.  However, four general areas of focus were identified:
Algonquin Island
Box 401, Terminal A
Toronto, ON  M5W 1C2

1) Self-help aspects of the club related to its sustainability, changing skill sets of members, work hour
organization, hired contractors v. volunteer projects, opting out by paying for missing work hours.
2) Issues related to financial and membership
such as planning for future capital expenditures,
the calculation of membership fees and services
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used, and how to expand sources of revenue.
3) Membership issues such as categories of members,
changing rights and obligations, and the impact of
the pending not-for-profit corporation legislation.
4) Future attributes of the club such as sail v.
power; racing v. cruising; impact of live-aboards;
issues related to large boats, small boats, dinghies, drysail, learn-to-sail; social club with reference to “small foot print” limitations, revenue
and cost: expectations of all members.
How we tackle these issues
pends on the available energy
ing to tackle them. The next
will be to better determine

dore is already a full time job with a full slate of
responsibilities. The net result will be that there
may be fewer events this year and there may be
a few hiccups, but all the old standards will be
there--Chili Challenge, Sail Past, New Members
Night, Lobsterfest, Commodore’s Ball, Women
Skippers Race, QCYC Regatta, Presentation
Dinner, and Pot Luck dinner--so there will still
be lots of opportunity to mix, mingle, and party.

dewillstep
that.

Trevor has also been finalizing the
details of our new Harassment policy
and Violet Abbot (formerly Couch)
has agreed to take on the role as Resource Person as outlined in that policy.
Our new Mooring Chair, Nikolay,
has been active this winter and the
Board has approved the purchase
and installation of a new launch
ramp beside the Algonquin Queen
dock to the replace the 50+ year old
increasingly decrepit ramp we have.
Joanna, our new Grounds Chair, has
also been active and has found a new
grounds vehicle to replacement the aging and also increasingly decrepit machine we have been using. Its primary
use will be to deliver our garbage to the
dump at Centre Island.  This is a slightly
used machine and we have entered into
a lease-to-own arrangement for its purchase. But it
has a limited towing capacity and its use will be restricted to that capacity to ensure better longevity.
And our new boat, the Freddy M, is being
modified for its new role as race committee vessel and backup heavy weather tender under the
direction of our Fleet Captain Chris with help
from our Rear Commodore Graham, past Fleet
Captain Lawrence Reiber, and Peter Ashby.
But the gaping hole in the Board at the moment
is at Entertainment. A number of members have
stepped forward to offer assistance but the bulk
of the organizational/coordination load had fallen
on our Vice Commodore Jacqui Cook. This is
not a sustainable situation as the Vice Commo-

if possible, more confused than ever. Dealing with
the Municipal Property Assessment Corporation
(MPAC) has been like wrestling with Jello. There
is no place to get a grip. Queen City is part of a
group of eight Toronto area yacht clubs challenging our assessments from 2008 to 2015. After an
inexplicable 10-fold increase in 2008, MPAC has
backed off that initial horrendous number, but assessments since then have been all over the map.
The other seven clubs are Ashbridges
Bay Yacht Club, Highland Yacht Club,
Etobicoke Yacht Club, Cathedral
Bluffs Yacht Club, Bluffers Park Yacht
Club, Lakeshore Yacht Club, and
Mimico Cruising Club. Island Yacht
Club were originally part of this group
but withdrew. Royal Canadian Yacht
Club and National Yacht Club went
their own ways and have subsequently
settled individually with MPAC. In
January of this year there was a hearing in front of a panel of the Assessment Review Board (ARB) for Bluffers
Park in an attempt to finally resolve
the issue for those taxation years.

We will have a Commodore’s Ball this summer.
Due to the lack of an Entertainment Chair and the
realization that an increasing number of our stalwart members are away for chunks of the winter, it
is being held in the summer. The date has bounced
around a bit looking for a suitable date (sorry for
any confusion that that may have created) but has
now settled at Friday July 8. So dust off your tuxes,
suits, and fancy dresses and join us for the Commodore’s Dinner and a dance. The same fabulous
Traveling Wilburys tribute band, the Black Pearls,
who were so popular at last winter’s Commodore’s
Ball, are returning. It should be a hoot! Mark it
on your calendars and stay tuned for more details.

Though this hearing applied only to
BPYC it had been our understanding that it would be a test case and
model solution for the other 7 clubs
and would resolve the issue for all
eight clubs. It seems we were wrong.
The MPAC lawyer made it clear at
the hearingv that they would not be
bound by the Bluffers decision in relation to the other clubs with appeals
pending. The Bluffers decision was released in late March and seems to us quite bizarre
in its findings. It appeared to reject both our arguments and MPAC’s and reach its own conclusion
by cherry-picking data from the presentations to
arrive at an assessed land value even in excess of
the values being claimed by MPAC at this hearing. There was no reference to water lots, except
an erroneous comment that both parties agreed
that they had equal value to land lots--and then ignored them in the assessment. Then they concluded that since IMAC had not formally requested
an increase in past assessments that those assessments would not be increased and would thus stay
as they are. The result for BPYC being that there

Our property tax situation is still unresolved and,

continued on page 4
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Commodore cont. from page 3
would be no money back from taxes already paid,
but no increase on what’s been paid. Nor was there
any help in the findings methodology that could
be applied to the assessment of the other clubs.
Based on this, there was a unanimous decision
of the eight clubs to protest this decision and
BPYC would seek reconsideration from the ARB.
That reconsideration has been requested and we
are now awaiting a response. We should be receiving our 2016 assessment this the fall so we
will see what that is. The saga, sadly, continues.
But on a lighter side, here’s some QCYC
trivia. Did you know that there are at least
four other QCYC’s in the sailing world.
1. Queen City Yacht Club in Seattle.
2. Queensland Cruising Yacht Club in Australia.
3. Queenscliff Crusing Yacht Club also in Australia.
4. Queen Charlotte Yacht Club in New Zealand.
A Board member of the Queenscliff
Cruising Club is scheduled to visit us while visiting Toronto on April 17.
I hope to see you all at Sail Past on May 21st.
And don’t forget the long-standing tradition of
a letter of apology and a bottle of rum to the
Commodore from any Senior Members who fail
to sail their own boats past.   Just a reminder.
Have a great summer!!!

Vice Commodore

Jacqui Cook, vicecommodore@qcyc.ca
We are a Self-Help
Club.

held on Saturday May 7th starting at 8:30 a.m.  
This year, for the first time since Eriks and
I joined the club in 2002, we have an unfilled board position. No one volunteered for
the demanding job of Entertainment Chair.  
Thank you to the members who have stepped forward to organize individual events, book bands
and deliver an entertainment program for the
season. I will thank this dedicated team more
personally in future reports. Because of their efforts we have an interesting entertainment line up.

You likely joined
QCYC because you
wanted to be part of a
community that works
together to make our
club a place of which
we can be proud.
When you read this
report, we will have come together and launched
our boats. This is one of the biggest demonstrations of our self-help philosophy. Since no one
can launch a boat alone, it takes all of us working together to make our spring miracle happen.  
Next up is the Spring work party. The winter is
hard on our club. It leaves behind dirt, peeling
paint, filthy windows, too many leaves, broken
boards, mooring tires out of place and many
other maintenance projects. Every year before
Sailpast, we ask everyone to come out and give
one day of work to the club. The more members who attend the work party, the more work
gets completed. Whether your talent is raking,
painting, hammering, cleaning, fixing or tinkering we need you. The spring work party will be

Event

Date

Lead Member

Chili Challenge

April 30

Karen Veenhuizen

Sail Past

May 21

Graham
Dougall

New Members Night

June 4

Nick Abrahams

Team Trivia

June 10

Mary
Partridge &
David Hall

After Women August 6
Skippers Race

Bev Harney,
Halszka &
Marcelina
Weiss

Corn &
Weenie Roast

September 2

Doug Miller

Pig Roast

September 3

Klaus & Lynn
Noak; Tony
& Geraldine
Karahanas

Awards
Banquet

October 1

Graham
Dougall

Pot Luck

October 22

??? Could be
you

Bandbooking: Team Heathcote - Geoff & Lesley
Plus there are many exciting racing and cruising
events during the season: the QCYC Regatta, the
Women Skippers Race and Wednesday night racing.  
We still need volunteers to help in a number of
areas, including helping the bands get to the club,
advertising events and helping the team on the
day of the event. If you can help, please let me
know and I will point you at the right person.
Photo by Don Hinchley
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I look forward to seeing you all at the club.
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Rear Commodore

Fleet

Graham Dougall, rearcommodore@qcyc.ca Chris Borgal, fleet@qcyc.ca

Our fleet crews have been hired and most of last year’s
complement will be back.  Please say hi to everyone!

Another season is
upon us and hopefully we will have fair
winds and following
seas. Starting 2016,
more of the Sailing
Committee’s
key
tasks are now undertaken by true committees of the Sailing Committee. This
is amply illustrated by the material produced
by the volunteers on these committees in this
edition of the Clipper. Thanks, everyone!

We are off and running
for the new season.  
As I write this, the
Algonquin Princess
has been carrying the
load in runs across the
harbour. As we had a
late spring, I anticipate that the weekend
prior to launch will
be exceptionally busy
and we are prepared with arrangements, including
back-to-back runs, to ensure everyone gets to the
Island to get their tarps off and bottoms done (!).

Fleet work involves operations and attention all
summer of course (part of the winter too).  If you
have issues, please do not take them out on the
crews. I am the unpaid whipping boy for issues
(just like all of the other Board members)! But we
are also gratified to receive compliments when
they are due.  We will try our best to ensure that
all club members “take us for granted” during
the summer with no issues and smooth sailing.  

Here are some key Sailing Committee events:

The Algonquin Queen is in the water with new
paint and is being fitted out with all required
safety and operational gear. Servicing of engine components has been under way for a
while now and will continue into the new year.
Transport Canada inspection is scheduled.

• Wednesday, May 11--Participants’ Meeting
and first part of the seminar on Racing Rules of
Sailing
• Tuesday, May 17 - Second part of the seminar
on Racing Rules of Sailing
• Wednesday, May 18 - First Race
• Saturday, May 21 - Sail Past
• Tuesday, May 31 - Cruising Seminar on process
of entering the US and returning to Canada
• Saturday, July 30 to July 1 - Cruise to YYC.
   REGISTER ONLINE
• Saturday, August 6 - Women Skippers Race
• Saturday, August 27 to Sunday, August 28 Cruise to BPYC.  REGISTER ONLINE
• Saturday, September 10 - QCYC REGATTA!
More details will be available on posters at the
Club, and in the Clipper and Quick Clipper.
This extensive program could not have been
put together without the effort of many volunteers. We can always use more help for:
• Race Committee - on water and onshore
• Jury
• Cruise Co-ordinators and Assistant Cruise
Co-ordinators
• Prep the new vessel
And especially we need someone to help manage
the trophies. If you’re interested in helping in any
way, please contact me. Appreciate any feedback,
comments or suggestions at rearcommodore@
qcyc.ca

spot at the stern of the portside tube has
been repaired--all at no cost to the club.

Have a great summer!

The soon to be christened Freddy M is being fitted
with appropriate signal and committee boat gear,
although the progress of the flag mast installation
may mean that we may need to make alternate
arrangements for the first race or two of the year
until the mast can be fabricated and tested (Graham has stated that poles with flags can be used
as a stop-gap measure). Minor items are being
addressed, and paint is on the bottom. Over the
winter, a heavy wind pushed her laterally in the
cradle, causing a considerable lean. Although a
work crew was in place to right her, a few days
before it was due, Paul Horne set up the materials on a warmish Thursday and decided to start
jacking--and couldn’t stop.   With a wind gust
from the other side, she stood up and her bottom
was rapidly packed for stability (of course he ruined the after-righting party but a great hand of
applause is needed for him regardless).  A work
crew will be set up this summer to adjust the
cradle some more and we will look for a location
to keep her out of the wind. Meantime, the name
will be applied the transom and the scheduled
christening is for just prior to Chili Challenge.
The RIB will be sporting a new windshield
(a recall by the manufacturer) and the soft
5
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Treasurer

John Heath, treasurer@qcyc.ca
Launch time, preceded
by sanding, painting,
cleaning, polishing,
checking all the systems--and the list goes
on--is finally here. It
is always worth the
wait to be back on the
water, no matter what.
Record snow for April
has not helped with the prep of our boats, but
the board members have all been busy in their
own areas and a lot has been accomplished over
the winter. The directors, new or renewed, have
been learning the ins and out of their portfolios.
With the budget set in September of the preceding year, we tackle the capital project list in February and finalize in March, as a rule. We have
made a lot of capital improvements over the last
three years, notably the two new buildings and
the acquisition of the Robbins replacement vessel.
We were very fortunate to have found the Terry
Jason 28 that was moored at the Club Dock 1 slip.
Many thanks to all the members of the selection
committee. Some things need to be added or modified to turn her from a great vessel into a great club
boat for passenger service, race committee service
and general duties. Our Rear Commodore and
Fleet Captain have been working very hard in tandem to see her through the upgrades and modifications designed to meet the special needs of all her
duties. The race committee will be very happy to
have use of a stable vessel fitted out to their needs
and requirements (I know that a functional head
will make for a “happier” crew on those long days
on races that are beyond-the-harbour courses).
On the mooring end, our new Mooring Chair
Nikolay has done a great job in sorting out a
new launch ramp that will be installed around
the first week of June. It will ease launch and
haul out for both the dinghy sailors and the
LTS students. It will also make for a safer time
on the ramp: my dinghy outboard and I came
very close to a joint swim last September.
Our new Grounds Chair Joanna is off to a great

start, addressing our tractor issues. The tractor was
finally declared dead last fall after we had nursed
it along for the last 4 or 5 years. We have arranged
a new-to-us vehicle that has the power to haul garbage around the yard and over the bridge. It is a
vehicle like a golf cart but with over 800 pounds
towing capacity and the ability to haul a trailer to
the City waste area at the other end of the island.
The tractor required a much longer and slower trip
than the new vehicle. We should be able to get
more done in less time, allowing our grounds crew
to do an even better job around the grounds. Just
as it is around our homes, the list of jobs and new
jobs is never-ending for our great grounds crew.
I would remind all as always that the cost of
City-supplied services like water and waste
continue to escalate. Here are some ways every member can help to keep costs down:
1. Leave the packaging on items at home
whenever possible to minimise waste.
2.   If you bring a new (fill in the blank)
take the old one home for disposal.
3. A barrel half full of “hazardous waste”
costs in excess of $300 to $400 plus
transport fees (min $250) to dispose of.
4. If you see a tap dripping, please turn it off.
Our numbers are in line and will be reviewed as always at the Spring Meeting.

House

on Work Party day, don’t despair. There are jobs
to be done around the clubhouse all season long to
keep it looking its best. Look for the “to-do” list on
the QCYC website, under the Members section.
We welcome back Ed Munson of Queen City
Catering for another season. You’re encouraged
to support the restaurant by enjoying a “Bight
at QCYC”. If you have any comments or suggestions with respect to the restaurant, please speak
to a member of the Restaurant Committee--Garry
Baker, Deanna Owen, Gerry Karahanas, Richard Slee, Thomas King, Violet Abbott and me.
I’d like to remind members that both the restaurant and Great Hall are licensed areas of the club.
Outside alcohol may not be consumed in these
areas, as this is a violation of the terms of our
license, and could have consequences for both
QCYC and our caterer. You may bring your own
wine to the restaurant, subject to corkage fees.
As well,
clubhouse

please remember that the
is
a
smoke-free
facility.  

As always, I’d ask that if you see something
around the clubhouse which needs attention,
please let me know via e-mail at house@qcyc.
ca so that I can have it addressed. Or better yet, you can volunteer to take care of it!

Communications

Mark MacRae, communications@qcyc.ca

Genia Vanderkruk, house@qcyc.ca
Welcome back for another sailing season.
Laura and her staff are
getting the clubhouse
ready after the long
winter, and making
note of items which
need attention. As
with any older building which sits unused
for part of the year,
there is no shortage of maintenance items. I’m hoping we can make a big dent in the list during Work
Party day, so please plan to come out on May 7th
to get a start on your 2016 work hours. There are
jobs for every skill level, and if you can’t be there
6

Welcome to the 2016 sailing season! I’m your
new Communications Chair, and I am learning
as quickly as possible all of what that means.
As I write this update, I am organizing the first
Clipper of my career (which if all went well, you
are reading shortly after May 1st) and am very
grateful for the support of the volunteers who help
make projects like this happen: specifically layout
artist Chris Sumpton and copy editor Heather
Jackson. You’ll notice a bit of a theme in the first
Clipper of 2016 – it’s all about racing, something
near and dear to my own heart. This is the time
of year where we’re looking at the calendar and
deciding which events we want to race in and
which we can get crew to commit for. I hope you’ll
find the articles informative and entertaining.
I must also thank the two Quick Clipper editors

Board Updates
who have kept information flowing out to you
all throughout the off-season: Victor Granic and
Jim Neundorf. You may have noticed a couple of
small changes in your Quick Clipper. At the top
of each edition there is now a “In This Issue” section to help make sure you don’t miss anything
important to you. Another change has been to
the Photo of the Day. I admire my predecessor
for having found time to keep that section filled
on a twice-weekly basis all year long, but I can’t
commit to that. I am, however very open to appointing a volunteer Photo of the Day editor. If
you feel passionate about this, please contact me!
It might go without saying, but I will say
it anyway: thank you to all our advertisers
and (new!) Wednesday Night Series Sponsors. Your support is greatly appreciated.
Finally, I would like to update the membership
on the state of our website. It hopefully went
mostly unnoticed to all of you, but our site was
moved over the Easter long weekend to a new
host, one that I hope will offer higher performance and more responsiveness than did GoDaddy. Our new webmaster, Arleigh Crawford,
has been a tremendous support in running the
day-to-day tasks on the site, and he and I are
also working on a rather comprehensive redesign of the website in hopes that we can make it
more user-friendly and just more useful overall.
Here’s to fair winds and following seas for 2016.

boats” as some Senior Members join without a
boat just to have seniority when the time comes.
New Members Night on June 4th will be a
great opportunity to meet all our new members.
This members only event will have the same format as every other year, Pot Luck provided by our
very generous members (not the new ones), wine,
and an amazing band called North of 7. Tickets
will soon be available in the office to purchase in
advance but will also be available for a surcharge
at the door. Plan accordingly and buy early to
avoid the extra cost.  The day starts in the early
afternoon with a three-gun Salute to our new
boats. If you have been a member of the club and
have just bought a new boat you are still entitled
to participate. I know there were a few boats that
couldn’t make it last year so hopefully this will
be your year. We have at least eight new boats already. Please come out for the day and evening
events to show your support to our new members.
For our new members, don’t forget to have your
boat ready for Sail Past on May 21st.  This is an
amazing day as it has our fleet sailing in line past
our saluting Commodore, followed by the bagpipes
in the lagoon, the Commodore’s punch reception,
dinner and dancing. If you don’t have a boat, don’t
worry as you can still watch from the Algonquin
Queen. Just make sure you sign up in advance.

Work hours are a great way to meet people
and help get the club in ship-shape condition for
Sail Past and summer events. Please make sure
to complete and submit your work hours as you
don’t want to be charged for hours not worked.  
If you’re not sure how to get enough work hours,
make sure you are registered to receive the twiceweekly Quick Clipper as it always posts opportunities to join in work parties or things that need
to be done around the club. If for some reason you
missed the Quick Clipper and need hours, just ask
anyone for some suggestions, especially a board
member. Also, in the Members Only section of the
QCYC Website, you will be able to find jobs posted by the Directors. We had an Associate Member
join just before Haul Out last year who then immediately helped get the Snug ready for winter.
The Flash   is another form of intra-club communication which is a great way to advertise to
other club members things you need to buy or
sell, or want help with. A popular item advertised is lost items. Email David Craddock at
dcraddock33@gmail.com to receive the Flash.
We will have lots of new faces this spring with
lots of questions. This year I would like to be
able to provide them with a quick way to get
the answers they seek through a Boat Buddy
continued on page 8

QCYC Cruising Presents...

Membership

The process for
cruisers traveling
between Canada &
the United States
with small boats

Nick Abrahams, membership@qcyc.ca
This year started
off with a successful
Boat Show where
one Associate and
two Senior Members
joined, once again
making our presence at the show
totally worthwhile.
Thank you again
to all the volunteers. The total number of New
Members joining since last New Members
Night is as follows: four Drysail, eight Associate
and six Senior members with boats. I say “with

Date of session: Tuesday, May 31
Time: 1835 Location: QCYC
Free tender passage for attendees
from other clubs for this session

Officers Steve Sloat and John
Minutagli from US Customs
and Border Protection will be
presenting to our group to
educate us on the process
For more information, contact
cruising@qcyc.ca
www.qcyc.ca
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Membership continued from page 7
or Mentorship   program. Any existing members who are willing to be a Boat Buddy please
email me at membership@qcyc.ca and I will try
to match you with an appropriate New Member.
This will be strictly on a volunteer basis and not
eligible for work hours. Currently I am looking
for five people. Remember your first year here?
Being the Membership Chair is an excellent way
to meet and get to know all our members, especially the new ones. A lot of people join QCYC
because someone they know is a member or has
a mutual friend who is a member, or they have
heard great things about QCYC. One of our most
recent additions was sailing past our club with
a friend who said while pointing to us, “ That’s
where you want to be if you ever get a sailboat
and want to join a yacht club” and they did and
they’re here. In a way, we are all ambassadors
of QCYC who spread the good word to our
friends, family, and anyone who will listen. The
best form of advertising is word-of-mouth advertising, so let’s continue to be great ambassadors and
keep this wonderful club of ours full and vibrant.

Planning

Trevor Spurr, planning@qcyc.ca
The Board continues
to develop ideas on
how, with membership
participation,
the club could draft
a strategic plan to
guide the future
growth of the Club.
To provide some history to this effort, the
decision to proceed
with this project was started off with an authorizing resolution of the Board in the fall of 2014.
In the spring of 2015 a small group of board and
non-board members looked to see if a strategic
plan might address issues that were a threat to the
future of the Club and what might be done about
such issues. The group looked at age and locale
of members, boat size, and activities of members,

but in the end did not find any problems which
needed to be addressed in an urgent manner.
The idea of a plan did have merit nonetheless, so in
April 2015 some of us also met with the manager of
RCYC to see why they did a strategic plan, how it
was created, and the relevance to our Club. RCYC
had some real and pressing problems that needed
to be addressed and their plan was created in less
than 6 months. Their plan reflected the conclusion
of its board and membership that all aspects of its
operations should be centred on the club being a
“sailing club” with all other activities--of which it
had many--being relegated to a second-tier status.
Fortunately we are limited in physical and
membership size and do not run a lot of nonsailing activities but learning about the procedure in making the Plan was most helpful.
The idea of the plan was allowed to mature in our
minds for the rest of the summer as the development
of a plan requires careful consideration and the
Board felt the project should be revisited at year end.
As a result, in February of this year your board met
on a Saturday at the RCYC facilities (for which it
generously did not charge us) for the sole purpose
of surveying all manner of our present club characteristics and what we might want to be in the future.
In a subsequent special meeting of the board, we
conducted an exercise known a SWOT analysis
(Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunity and Threats)
to narrow down the focus of what might interest us.
One aspect of the governance of our Club that was
apparent in this work is that we have a large board
for a club of our size and it is very representative
of our various constituencies. On your board are
younger and older members, islanders and nonislanders, racers, cruisers and more sedentary
sailors, dry sailors, big and small boat owners
and those with a link to Learn-to-Sail activities.
As a result, the information gathered at the
Board level is not based on a narrow point
of view, although the discussions, conclusions and decisions that are part of this process must involve all members and ultimately
be supported by the voting senior members.

- Financial Planning/funding of capital projects/
membership fees
- Possible effect of pending legislation for “not for
profit“ organizations
- Who are we and want to be--finding the right
mix and serving the interests of racing/cruising/
live-aboards/small boats and big boats/learn to
sail/dry sail and motor launches
I wish to emphasize that there have been no conclusions made regarding these areas of interest.
Background research is needed and some or
all of these areas may move forward, or not,
and those areas that do move forward will involve input from the greater membership.   
The unanimous conclusion of our meetings
so far is that our Club is well run and most
members are contented most of the time, but
the way we use and operate the Club needs
to be reviewed so that we can continue to
be what you want for your “special place”.
On another topic, the Harassment Policy which
was put in place last year required that the Board
appoint a Resource Person who can be a first contact for someone involved in an incident who wants
to find out the procedure and options available
under our policy.  Violet Abbot (formerly Couch)
has agreed to act as the Resource Person and her
contact information will be available in the postings of the Policy which will be on our web page
and in prominent places around the Club. These
postings will be in place in the next few weeks.
Violet has extensive background in human resource issues and the personality to
be open and accessible for those involved in
what would be stressful circumstances.
As a final thought, when I  first was elected to the
Board (without competition I must add) the only task
I was made aware of concerned the maintenance
of a short, medium and long term capital projects
plan which is reviewed by the Board each spring.
The Plan serves to keep track of projects so
that “needs and wants” do not disappear
from view and each spring the list is reviewed
by the Board in conjunction with the Treasurer’s advice as to how much money will
be available for projects in the coming year.  

Board Updates
10 years ago, and see how many projects listed
on the Plan have come to fruition. Many projects
were only completed with the volunteer help of
members, for example installing new windows
and washrooms in the clubhouse; completion of
the new buildings; and renovations to the railway.
The Club has a small budget for capital projects and
without membership participation the cost of maintaining and improving the Club would need to be
done by paid help with a resultant increase in fees.
It is very important that the self-help part of
our culture be reviewed to see how it can be
nurtured and improved so that the capital projects on the capital projects plan can be accomplished as has always happened in our past.
This thought brings me back to where I started
this article, as “self help” is an area of interest for
our strategic plan.  I expect to have more to say
on this subject during the course of the summer.

Grounds

Joanna Kidd, grounds@qcyc.ca
As I write this, the
thermometer has risen
into positive numbers-at last--and I am about
to take the tarp off the
Shark. Although boat
preparation is just
beginning, work on
Grounds has been underway since January.
To expedite the transfer of garbage down to the Parks Work Yard, we
have purchased a used Club Car Carryall 242. In
addition to hauling waste, this gas-powered utility
vehicle will be used for hauling paving stones, lawn-

I recently did a walkabout with Tyler Ganton,
the arborist who has been handling the tree
trimming duties for the last couple of years. Together we have developed a plan for tree maintenance. Because of the cost involved, this will
be spread over three years. Once completed, we
will be “up to date” in terms of tree maintenance.
I am pleased to report that our stalwart volunteers will once again ensure that our garden
beds and containers are planted, watered and
weeded. This is an important job that helps to
keep our Club looking beautiful. Also under consideration is some modest landscaping on the
north side of the Clubhouse and the addition
of some lawn furniture or picnic tables so that
members and visitors can enjoy the city view.
continued on page 10

QCYC Presents

The Commodore’s Ball
Friday July 8th, 2016

in Queen City Yacht Club’s Great Hall!
Cocktails: 6:00pm
Dinner: 7:00pm
Dancing: 9:00pm

Tickets:

Early Bird tickets $59 until July 3rd, then $65 (tax in).
Full Table bookings welcome, contact the office now at 416-203-0929.
Live Music by The Black Pearls

playing the best of Bob Dylan, Roy Orbison, Tom Petty, George
Harrison, all the Travelling Wilburys and more!

In a distilled form, the areas of interest the board
has come up with can be summarized as follows.  
- Self-help sustainability/work hours organizaIt is interesting to review the history of this Plan
tion
which originated with Mary Partridge more than
8

mowers and other materials around the Club property. As its towing capacity is 800 lbs, it cannot be
used for hauling Stars. Or Sharks--more’s the pity.
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Board Updates
Grounds continued from page 9
Last year a committee was formed to explore the
condition of the old locker blocks and propose a
strategy for refurbishment. This has resulted in a
plan for replacing or repairing foundations, and it
is my hope that volunteers will step up this season
to replace the foundations on one of the locker
blocks. The process will continue in future years.
And speaking of lockers, we have ten “lockerettes” available for Drysail Members, thanks
to volunteers who designed and built them last
fall. These are intended to be used for storing
sails, foul weather gear and other materials. The
charge for the lockerettes is $90 for the season,
and they will be assigned to Drysail Members
only based on the length of continuous membership at the Club. If you are interested, please
send a request with Subject Line Drysail Lockerette Request to grounds@qcyc.ca with copies
to treasurer@qcyc.ca; office@qcyc.ca; vicecommodore@qcyc.ca and include the number of
years of continuous membership at the Club.
Other goals for the year are to improve bicycle storage, improve the visuals in the
area around the north gate, and continue reducing clutter and removing debris.

Yard Chair with no option but to postpone Launch.

have the calibre of talent ready to volunteer.

Finally good weather graced the Yard the weekend of April 16 and Members could begin preparation for the postponed Launch set for April
23-24 and 30, 2016. At the time of writing this
column, covers were being shed, Epoxy was curing, a lot of VC17 and a little Rum was flowing. Ah, spring had sprung in the QCYC Yard.

Watch for notices in the Quick Clipper and
postings at the club for your chance to take
part in the Yard Committee. Until then,
smooth sailing and protest-free mark rounding.

Spring also revealed some nice and not so
nice things. On the not so nice side of the ledger, our Drysail area patio stones are looking very tired and should become the focus of
improvement efforts this year. What with our
shiny new Tender Dock bridge and plans for a
similarly safe and elegant Ramp to be installed,
the aging patio stones just aren’t cutting it.
On the nice side, our club is beating demographic
odds and proving that we are the sailing club
of choice for a spate of new members. Many
are becoming Senior Members, some with big
boats. This mini trend and the migration to bigger boats by existing members is necessitating a
rearrangement of the Yard to reflect the mix of
boat sizes in our fleet. The Yard endeavours to
accommodate as many boats as possible Winter
and Summer to help keep member fees in check.

The care of our grounds is an important part of
QCYC, and I encourage anyone who is interested in helping out--whether it be with gardening, or cleanup, or replacing foundations on
locker blocks, or just making things look better-to contact me. I look forward to hearing your
ideas and working with you. Grounds Are Us.

One possible solution for the Drysail area is a
system of stabilized gravel that will be investigated as an option to replace the patio stones.
An advantage of the system is that it can be installed gradually and is DIY friendly. This surface option for the East and eventually, West
Drysail and Dinghy areas will be investigated
and reported to the Board for consideration.

Yard

To handle the shift in boat size in the Yard,
converting West 3 to a big-boat row will be
planned and brought to the Board for approval. The project will provide a great opportunity to rack up highly sought-after Volunteer
Hours and should be complete for Haul Out.

Will Harney, yard@qcyc.ca
After a mild Super El
Nino winter, where
we actually started to
think that missing out
on buying property
in Florida at discount
prices during the great
recession was a smart
move, our city was
slammed with Winter
in April. The ensuing
Polar Vortex left your

These additional activities along with routine
Yard operations such as Yard equipment maintenance, Cradle Inspection and Reporting will
require increased organization and planning
on an interim basis. I would like to re-start the
Yard Committee to manage the planning and
execution of these important projects. A number
of members are already very active in supporting
the Yard and many new members have stepped
up to learn the ropes so I am confident that we
10

Learn to Sail

Robert Eckersley, learntosail@qcyc.ca
We have a great year planned for our LTS programs!
I’m pleased to announce that  Evan Fitzgerald has
accepted the role of our new Head Instructor. Evan
is a passionate sailor, who grew up sailing at PCYC
and has had a very successful youth racing career.
For the last two years he has been the racing coach
at Oakville Yacht Squadron. I am looking forward
to Evan bringing his experience from these wellregarded programs to mix with our QCYC LTS
traditions. Four of our great instructors from last
year are returning: Rachel Kozicz, Rachel Harris,
Daniel Sheedy, and Arry Vasilodimitrakis. Joining
the team as a new instructor is QCYC’s own Derrick McKee, a recent QCYC alumnus. This is a
great staff of committed, professional instructors,
and I’m looking forward to our best summer yet!
The LTS will be getting a significant infrastructure
boost from the planned dinghy ramp replacement. We will have a safer, better (less steep)
ramp for getting the boats in and out of the water, and extra staging space for after they launch.
This should streamline our launching/hauling
procedure and give us more time on the water!
Here is a summary of the 2016 courses.

Board Updates/Articles
ends.   There is a choice of three sessions:
Session 1:  June 18, 19 and June 25, 26. Only 1
space left!
Session 2: July 9, 10 and July 16, 17
Session 3: August 20, 21 and August 27, 28
Adult Dinghy Learn to Sail
Learning to sail a dinghy is fun and social and
is widely regarded as the best way to learn to
sail really well! Our courses are offered on Tuesday and Thursday nights and are taught by our
talented team of instructors. We use our zippy
420s for this course and we follow the course
curriculum for CANSail certification. What better way to forget the work day than to head out
to the island for some beautiful summer evening
sailing? The courses are available in two- and
four-week sessions, with the four-week being the
more popular. As with the keelboat course, nonmembers receive a tender pass for the remainder of the year, while Club members receive a
price discount. See the QCYC Learn to Sail Web
pages for course dates and more information.
Youth Learn to Sail
Spring “tune up” starts on Saturday, May 28, and
runs every Saturday until the end of June. It’s a
great way to get rid of those cobwebs and be in full
form for the summer session. It is open to youth
sailors who are taking their CanSail 3 and up.
Our full program starts on July 4, with various sessions
running until August 26 with our awards banquet.
Our race team provides an entire summer of highperformance sailing for CanSail 5 and 6 sailors
who want to learn to compete at a Provincial level.
In addition to the racing team, the rest of our
program remains intact: CANSail 1-2, CANSail
3, and Advanced CANSail 4,5,6. The value offered by all of our programs is truly exceptional.  
We offer a boutique learn-to-sail experience at a
heritage club with great facilities, a very high boatto-student ratio, and we do it at “Harbourfront
camp” prices. Full details are available on the LTS
web pages and there is a discount for members.

Adult CYA Basic Keelboat Cruising
This course is perfect for friends or family members who want to enhance their keelboat skills.
It is taught by our very own Scott Forbes on a
beautifully maintained Shark. The course lasts
24 hours spread over four days and follows the
CYA Basic Cruising Standard, an internationally recognized certification. This course completely sold out last year and we had excellent
feedback from the participants. Book early!
For non-members, the course includes a tender pass for the remainder of the year, and for
members there is a price discount. The QCYC
Learn to Sail Web pages have more information.

Finally, please promote our LTS programs to your
friends, neighbors, family and people you just
met on the street!  Our costs are largely fixed, so
each additional person we sign up brings new revenue and potential new members to our club and
helps us continue to promote the sport of sailing.

The

Looking forward to seeing everyone at the Club!

course

takes

place

during

week-

Racing Rules, an introduction to Basic
Principles and Proper Course
By Dan Smith

The racing rules of sailing sometimes carry an
intimidating stigma. Particularly for beginners,
it can feel as though you’re memorizing a list of
hundreds of rules, presented to you in confusing jargon more typical of legal documents than
amateur athletics. In practice, sailing is governed
by just a handful of principles and the real trick
is to know when they do or do not apply. Like
most things, this comes with a little experience. In
this article, I will explain some of the basic principles and discuss proper course in some detail.
Thankfully, there are essentially just four major
rules that dictate how boats interact with each
other and even though I’m sure this is common
knowledge I’ll summarize below for completeness.
1. Opposite tacks--a port-tack boat must keep
clear of a starboard-tack boat
2. Same tack, overlapped--a windward boat must
keep clear of a leeward boat
3. Same tack, not overlapped--a boat clear astern
must keep clear of a boat clear ahead
4. While tacking--a tacking boat must keep clear
of other boats
Almost all racing situations boil down to
one of the four rules above. In fact, it is true
that a boat can be in one and only one of the
above categories at a given time. The remaining racing rules are essentially just nuances
or exceptions to the above four principles.
Perhaps the most common area for confusion
among new racers is the notion of proper course.
Let’s explore this idea by first defining the key terms:
- Proper course: The course a boat would sail
in the absence of any other boats (theoretically the
fastest course to the finish).  As long as you can
provide a logical reason for it, and you sail it with
some consistency, you are on your proper course
- Luffing rights: This term is not actually defined in the official rules, but it is the common term
for possessing the right to sail above your proper
course, in effect forcing any windward-overlapped
boats to sail up to head-to-wind (but no further)

The tricky thing about proper course is that
you are never actually required to sail it and
it is largely hypothetical. There are, however, situations where you must not sail above
your proper course and this is where some of
the most common issues arise on the course.  
Aside from the pre-start and around-the-course
marks, which can alter this rule of thumb, a boat
overlapped to leeward of another boat does have
luffing rights unless she became overlapped by
approaching from clear astern and within two
of her own hull lengths to leeward of the other
vessel. In this case, the leeward boat had better
have a logically justifiable reason for altering
course to windward (that doesn’t include screwing with the windward boat) and may never
sail past a close-hauled course. Note that prior
to the starting signal, no boat has any proper
course and luffing rights prevail. After the start,
luffing rights are decided by how the overlap
was established during starting manoeuvres.
You can attain luffing rights by tacking into a leeward overlap. You may also leverage your luffing
rights to avoid being overtaken by a faster boat to
windward. If a boat tacks into a windward overlap
position, she forfeits luffing rights to the leeward
vessel. A boat with luffing rights may luff up to,
but no further than irons and stay there indefinitely, provided she gives sufficient room for others to keep clear (no swerving). I would caution
that luffing, as a racing tactic that considerably
slows you down, has limited usefulness outside
of vengefulness in most situations. Used sparingly and thoughtfully, however, it can spell the
difference between one or two finishing positions.
There are many other caveats to the four primary
rules listed above, but a strong understanding
of proper course is essential to adding them to
your racing vocabulary. For instance, the rules
governing the windward mark are essentially
just an extension of those of the upwind leg,
with the three-hull-length zone serving as the
differentiator between having and not having
luffing rights around the mark. I’ll reserve a decontinued on page 14
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Haulout

Groundhog Day/Launch Preps

Photos by Richard Slee, Philly Chatterton, Heather Jackson, Stephanie Swatknow, Dianne Taylor and Genia Vanderkruk
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Racing Rules continued from page 11
tailed mark room discussion for another time.
For those looking for an easy way to get a jumpstart on the rules, I’d recommend picking up a
copy of The Rules in Practice by Bryan Willis.  
It has a lot of diagrams and utilizes a very pragmatic approach to explaining a variety of racing
scenarios. The rules are updated every four years
and 2016 happens to be the final year of this cycle.
You can definitely purchase a digital copy of this
book if finding a hardcopy proves too difficult.
We will also be hosting a rules seminar for those interested as part of the annual Participants’ Meeting on May 11 and
a follow-up session as required on May 17.

Starting to Race
By Mark MacRae

One of the best ways, if not the best way, to
learn how to get the most out of your sailboat is
to race it. When I first raced Panache at QCYC
seven years ago with a crew of friends who
had never sailed before, our goal was simply to
avoid collision and injury. It can be intimidating to get into any level of racing, but as far as
I’m concerned the amount of fun I get out of it,
and the new sailing knowledge I gain each time
I race are absolutely worth overcoming any fears.
In the last few years I have met several new
members who, like me, were not sure where
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(or when) to start. Club racing? Weekend regattas? Offshore? And what the heck is AHMEN?  
This article will attempt to give you the basic
information on the various local racing series
in hopes that you find one or several that you
will be interested in participating in this season.
Some Acronyms:
PHRF: Performance Handicap Racing Fleet. A
handicapping system based on performance fleetwide which is very cost-effective: $30 per year.
NFS: Non-Flying Sails. Also known as:
White Sail or No Spinnakers allowed.
FS: Flying Sails. Spinnakers are allowed.
IRC: Technically, IRC does not officially
stand for anything. A handicapping rule
whose calculations and formulas are secret and proprietary. Mostly used by bigger,
racier boats. Cost is around $500 per year.
QCYC Wednesday Night Series
Entry Fee: FREE
Dates: May-September
Classes: PHRF NFS, Shark NFS, Star, Dinghies
The easiest place to start your yacht racing career
is right here at QCYC. Every Wednesday night
between mid-May and the end of September we
race a single race around the buoys. The course
is either windward-leeward or a triangle, depending on conditions, and we usually go around 3-4
times.  A typical race will last an hour. If you don’t
want to race your own boat right away, there are
lots of skippers looking for crew. Come out to
the participants’ meeting in May to get started.
LORC Regatta Series
Entry Fee: $60-125 per event
Dates: May-September
Classes: PHRF FS/NFS, IRC, One Design
Website: www.lorc.org
Many Toronto-area clubs host a weekend LORC
regatta (QCYC’s is on Sept. 10). These are one
or two days long and you have the option to race
one or both days. Typically, races are on a windward-leeward course and there are usually three
races per day. This year, many clubs are offering
point-to-point (a.k.a. “offshore”) courses as an alternative to the more hectic course racing, making
regatta participation more accessible than ever.
Lake Ontario 300/600 by LOOR
Entry Fee: $400
Date: July 16

Classes: Single, Double-Handed and Fully
Crewed for IRC, PHRF & Multi-hull
Website: www.loor.ca

has more time to eat their lunch. For many, the
hardest part about AHMEN races is finding
the marks of the course (GPS recommended).

There are actually several different distances you
can race in Lake Ontario’s longest race, from 300
km to 600 nautical miles. Depending on your luck
and the weather, it can take between 2 and 5 days
of continuous sailing to complete the circumnavigation of the lake. For obvious reasons, there is a
long list of required safety equipment in order to
race this event. Luckily, many Queen City members
have raced in the LO300 over the years, so if you ask
around you might be able to borrow a few things.

LYRA
Entry Fee: FREE-$250
Dates: July 25-31
Classes: PHRF FS/NFS, IRC, One Design
Website: www.wyc.ca/LYRA2016

Susan Hood Trophy Race by LOOR
Entry Fee: $100
Dates: June 3 to June 4
Classes:  Single, Double-Handed and Fully
Crewed for IRC, PHRF & Multi-hull
Website: www.loor.ca
An overnight race starting a Friday evening, so
hopefully you are finished by the morning! As this
race can be used as a tune-up to LO300/L0600, the
same safety equipment requirements apply to both.
Lake Ontario Short-Handed Racing
Series by LOOR
Entry Fee: $55 (single race) $198 (full season)
Dates: June-September
Classes: Double-Handed, Single-Handed for
PHRF
Website: www.loor.ca
Run by the same organization that runs the
LO300, LOSHRS runs four events: one course
race and three long-distance events to a destination and back again in a single weekend.
Again, there are requirements for safety gear for
the overnight race, but again many Queen City
members participate in this series so ask around.
AHMEN
Entry Fee: FREE
Dates: August-October
Classes: PHRF FS/NFS
Website: www.ahmen.ca
This late-season weekend series is run jointly
by several clubs, including Queen City.   Each
event is a single point-to-point race starting in
Humber Bay. The legs are much longer than our
Wednesday night course racing in the harbour
(each race takes about 2-3 hours) so the crew

This regatta is hosted by a different club each
year--in 2016 it is Whitby Yacht Club.  The event
consists of a few point-to-point races which start
at different points around the lake and all end up
at the host club. Then there are up to three days
of course racing at the host club. This year, there
is no entry fee for the point-to-point races.
There are some other popular racing events
as well. Several Toronto-area clubs that are
not part of the LORC series host their own
regattas, including Frenchmen’s Bay and
Bronte. The LOOR group also runs the always-cold overnight race, The Susan Hood.
It should be noted that the series events (LORC,
LOSHRS, AHMEN) don’t require that you race all
the events in the series. They all award flags and/
or prizes for each event individually, so even if you
can only make it out to one weekend, it’s worth it.
And finally, if you have any questions about
any of these series: ask around the club. There
are many members with much more experience
and knowledge about these races than I have,
and all are willing and even excited to share
that information over a refreshing beverage.

The On Water
Safety Corner

By Graham Dougall, rearcommodore@
qcyc.ca
In early April, I was a co-instructor for a Sail Canada/Ontario
Sailing race management course at CFB Trenton Yacht Club.
I arranged to meet with the Officer in the Charge of Canadian Mission Control Centre (CMCC)/ Canadian
Beacon Registry (CBR) and Joint Rescue Coordination
Centre (JRCC) at CFB Trenton.   This was done in my
role as Race Officer and Chair of the Race Management
and Safety Committee of Lake Ontario Offshore Racing.
I learned that the SAR aircraft do not currently have Automatic Identification System (AIS)   receivers for real-time
tracking of all manner of vessels, although this may change.
The organizations I visited are part of 8 Wing,   the
RCAF Organization in charge of CFB Trenton.
The Canadian Mission Control Centre and Canadian Beacon
Registry are Canadian components of the International Satellite System for Search and Rescue.   The core of the system
is the Cospas-Sarsat Distress Beacon that, when activated,
transmits a signal at 406 MHz. The signal includes the beacon number. If the beacon is properly registered, with current information, with the owner’s country Mission Control
Centre, then they can use that information in search and
rescue operations, and to reach the listed emergency contact.
The beacons are ELTs for aviation use, EPIRBs for maricontinued on page 16
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continued from page 15

time use and PLBs for personal use. When a beacon transmits a signal, it is picked up by a group of low-altitude
Earth satellites. These satellites transmit a message to Local Users Terminals where it is processed to generate an
alert and send it to a Mission Control Centre. In Canada,
this is at CFB Trenton. The appropriate Rescue Coordinate Centre is engaged to address the situation by CMCC.
The beacons are into their second generation. First-generation beacons required two passes of the satellite because
it used the signal’s Doppler Effect. The current generation of beacons, introduced in 1997, transmits the position
of the beacon that was obtained from a Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) such as GPS or GLONASS.
Both geostationary and low-altitude Earth satellites are needed
because geostationary satellites cannot locate a beacon using the Doppler Effect, whereas low-altitude Earth satellites  
provide excellent coverage of the Polar Regions (which are
beyond the coverage of geostationary satellites), can calculate the location of distress events using Doppler processing
techniques, and are less susceptible to obstructions which
may block a beacon signal in a given direction because the

satellite is continuously moving with respect to the beacon.
EPIRBs and PLBs are excellent components in the arsenal of
the mariner. However, when a decision has to be made between
those devices and an AIS MOB alerting system, a good understanding of each system is needed and determining in which waters they work best. There will be more on this in a future article.
Why Register a Beacon?
It is mandatory for all 406 MHz ELTs (Canadian Aviation Regulations 605.38) and EPIRBs (Ship Station (Radio) Technical Regulations, 1999) to be registered with the
Canadian Beacon Registry. Ensuring that your 406 MHz
PLB, ELT or EPIRB is registered, as well as updating the
information regularly, will facilitate the task for search
and rescue personnel in the event of a distress situation.
If you have a registered emergency beacon, it
is important that the information be accurate.
Please update the information in the registry:
• if you move
• if you want to update the emergency contact information
• if your phone number changes, or
• if any of the important information in the registry changes,
such as colour of vessel or aircraft

As mentioned above, when the Canadian Mission Control Centre receives an alert from a beacon transmitting
from Canada, it notifies the appropriate Canadian JRCC:
• JRCC Halifax – Atlantic Region
• JRCC Trenton – Central & Arctic Region
• MRSC Quebec – Quebec marine area of Central & Arctic
Region
• JRCC Victoria – Pacific Region
JRCC Trenton is responsible for an area of nearly 11 million square kilometres, from the US/Canada border to the
North Pole and from mid-Quebec to the Alberta/BC border.
The centre is staffed by Royal Canadian Air Force/Canadian Coast Guard personnel every hour of every day
all year.   There are several workstations so that they can
work on multiple marine or air incidents at the same.
The Joint Rescue CC has a backup facility in Belleville. The phone numbers are rerouted from Trenton to Belleville when needed by Bell Canada.
The Joint Rescue CC receives real-time feeds from Environment Canada for winds and current so that their computer
system can generate search grids to take account of drift.
This can be either where a floating object is now or where

Everything for Your Boat –
Power and Sail!
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Full inventory chandlery
Dodgers and biminis
Canvas repair and cleaning
Custom upholstery
Rigging
Sail making and repair
Sail and winter cover storage
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it originated. The computer system can vary the windage on a floating objective, such as a body versus a vessel.
The centre also has a large display of Environment Canada weather radio to provide them with a
heads up on impending search and rescue situations.
In response to a marine emergency, the JRCC can task
a number of first responders: the Canada Coast Guard;
Police Marine units, such as the Toronto Police Marine
Unit; Volunteer Marine Search and Rescue organizations including the Canada Coast Guard Auxiliary   (e.g.
Toronto Search and Rescue ) and other volunteer marine
search and rescue units; the Royal Canadian Air Force;
and US-based resources where JRCC Trenton needs them.
Notes:
1. https://www.cbr-rcb.ca/cbr/presentation/other_autre/index.php?lang=en;  
http://www.forces.gc.ca/en/operations-canada-north-america-current/
trenton-sar.page; http://sarcontacts.info/contacts/jrcc-trenton-central-canadaonly-6023/
2. http://www.navcen.uscg.gov/?pageName=AISFAQ,http://www.ccg-gcc.gc.ca/
eng/CCG/Maritime-Security/AIS
3. http://www.rcaf-arc.forces.gc.ca/en/8-wing/index.page
4. https://www.cospas-sarsat.int/en/
5. From cited web site
6. https://www.cbr-rcb.ca/cbr/presentation/other_autre/index.php
7. http://ccga-gcac.ca/
8. http://www.torontosearchandrescue.com/

Classless Racing: A Week in Puerto
Vallarta
By Russ Rowlands and Robin Spurr

“Terry says they’re filling up fast, do we book
it or no?” “Ya, hell, let’s do it. I don’t exactly
need racing tactics when I’m puddle-jumping
the Pacific, but a little competition is always
fun.” “Who cares what you think? I want to
kick ass on Wednesday nights this summer!”
So we decided to head to sunny Puerto Vallarta
to join the J World Race Week sailing clinic and
get a little sun. The cost was US$1,100, which is a
bit of a kick in the pants (back-right) considering
the CAD$ these days, but for a full week of racing
on a J80 with professional instruction in protected
Banderas Bay, I thought, how could we go wrong?

There isn’t a lot of information on the J World
site so we didn’t really know what to expect. I’d
been sailing at QCYC for about
5 years, with John Fursdon
on Longbow and then Bruce
Smith on Bandoleer. Robin
had joined up about the same
time and crewed with her Pops,
Trevor Spurr, on Don’t Think
Twice. We both view ourselves
as fairly novice sailors, but
we’re dorky and academic, and
appreciative of things like the
finer rules and racing tactics.
RENDEZ VOUS @
We
were looking forward to both
ROCK INN
in-class
theoretical learning and
$4,950 week
on-water
practice against other
For Sale $1,399,000
J80s--and obviously, we were going to win (or kill each other).

MuskokaRentalCottages.com

UNFORGETTABLE
FOLLY
$3,950 week

SERENITY @
SHORESIDE
$2,750 week

HAPPY HIDEAWAY
$1,750 week

416-239-6860
Ian F. Heerdegen
south.muskoka.realty@sympatico.ca
www.MuskokaRentalCottages.com

GencoMarine.com 1-800-361-2890
info@gencomarine.com
1008 Rangeview Road, Mississauga 905-278-2891
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its popularity while encouraging us to book. Obviously there’s a grain of salt to be taken with any
pre-payment sales pitch, but two boats? Robin
had theorized 30 people as ideal--enough competition to have fun, but not so much that the inclass instruction got lost with too many students.
Turns out there were three students, including us. The two boats would not be necessary. We definitely felt disappointed.
Our instructor (Sean Palizza) was young but friendly and clearly knowledgeable, being yachtmaster

We arrived at the Harbormaster
at Nuevo Vallarta’s Paradise Village Marina and asked after the
J World school. “If he’s not next
door, then he’s down at the docks-the first two boats are theirs.”
First two boats? How many people were in this class? We’d kinda
been given the impression that
it was a big course--nothing was
specifically said, but Terry (their
office manager) certainly pushed
17

certified and coming off the back of an instruction
career in Chicago. After meeting him and the one
other student (50-something Jim), we were given a
quick rundown of how the week was going to go:
Day 1 was boat familiarity and an easy cruise,
including a downwind return to harbour with the
kite up;
Day 2 was for upwind boat-handling tactics and
skills;
Day 3 was for starts;
Day 4 was downwind tactics and kite practice;
Day 5 was regatta review and race day (race
who??).
Day 1 started fine, with an introduction to our
floating classroom. The J80 was clearly well-used
continued on page 18
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Classless Racing
continued from page 17

but not in bad condition. I cut myself on an exposed bolt-end jutting from the boom (I bleed
on every boat I sail on--it’s a sanguine christening) so Sean wrapped some red tape around the
offending hardware (the boat’s, not mine). We
prepped her and motored out of the marina due
to the steady inland headwinds that would unfail-

ingly come up every day around 10:30 a.m. During one tack, the jib tore a few inches at the tack
under the dubiously-onerous strain of Robin’s
grinding on the winch. Sean shrugged it off, saying it was an old sail--and hell, they’d just torn
two last week! After a few hours of upwind sailing, with the three students rotating among the
tiller, the main and the jib, Sean announced that
we’d gybe her around and hoist the asym kite.
I’d had minimal experience with spinnakers, and

and the foot dumped in the water. Sean blamed
the helm being too far downwind. We weren’t on
the tiller, and although it wasn’t clear that that had
actually been the cause, Robin and I were happy
it wasn’t apparently our fault. Because it shrimped
badly, turned into a sea anchor, and then 30 minutes
later, exploded under its own weight in the water.

Robin had had none. We told Sean this prior to departure and again prior to hoist. He acknowledged
as much, and then quickly walked us through
the terms, hoist and douse procedures, and assigned roles. We then gybed the boat around
and promptly dumped the kite in the water.
Sean kept his cool and spent a bit of time hauling it out. We got her flying again, made a few
gybes downwind, and then wrapped her around
the forestay pretty badly. Sean continued
to keep his cool and took 20 minutes to
unwrap her. He then had Robin guide
the boat into the marina under sailpower, and did an amazing job of talking her through what was a fairly busy
(and still windy) mooring manoeuvre.
The rest of the week went pretty much the
same. We’d spend an hour or so under a
shady palapa on the quay going over Sean’s theory material for the day, motor her
out, practice our theory, screw something
up, and sail her home. On Day 5, for our
“regatta”, one of
the marina members
brought
his J80 out and
raced against us for
three legs before sailing
off into Banderas Bay.

I finally felt like we had got our money’s worth
out of the course.

of the Bay, looking forward to a long, fun downwind run home with the kite up in the steady 1820-knot winds. We sailed her with the tiller tied
and our legs dangling over the rail into the 78 degree water. The weather was perfect every single
day without fail. We didn’t see any dolphins or
whales (or mermaids) but were told that the Bay
definitely has a population of the former, at least.

1 Port Street East in Port Credit | Mississauga

For all your

keelboat needs

visit us online

foghboatsupplies.com

2 Great Stores!

By Wayne Lilly

Returning from a two-week cruise on a Sunday
afternoon, we’d scarcely had time to cleat the lines
on Assignment in our slip on the floating docks
when David Kent approached by dinghy from
across the lagoon. “Get your wallet out,” he announced, grabbing onto the push pit. “We
need your credit card. Or $500 cash. You’re
gonna be a partner in a new racing boat.”
The pronouncement wasn’t entirely out
of the blue. David, Peter Broecker and
Peter Jones had talked from time to time
of developing some kind of one-design
fleet to rejuvenate dry sailing at Queen
City. But I’d figured it was mostly beer
talking and hadn’t paid much attention. I had all the boats I could handle
in my life. In 1993, my wife Mary Partridge and I had bought our third keel
boat, a C&C Landfall 38, that we’d
since been fitting out to go south in 1996.

On the last tack all the way round to our broad
reach, the kite went halfway up, fluttered, stalled,

905 278 7005 or
1 800 263 1506

Each day after the sail,
Robin and I had an hour
bus ride back into central
Puerto Vallarta to debrief
the day. Some evenings
were a bit more tense
than others, depending
on how spectacular one
or all of our errors had
been that day. We all
screwed up, and Sean
always kept his cool. But
I can’t help but feel that
at least a few of our errors were due to limited
pre-manoeuvre communication on his part. He
was probably accustomed
to more advanced sailors.

Schmooze and the Flying Queens

Afterword. Russ is about to head out into the
Pacific on a Beneteau 461, destination Marquesas and unknown. Follow along on the website
aChartOfDays.com. Robin is back in Toronto,
looking forward to Wednesday night racing
and dreaming of future blue water adventures.

That schedule put me at odds with my new “partners.” They’d already upsized to cruising boats,
gone south, and come back. Peter Broecker and
Sari Bercovitch had sailed Willow’s Wind, a
Bristol 38.8, to South America and back. Peter and Tracy Jones’s latest trip south to the
Bahamas and back--they’d done it on three
different boats--had been on Tapas, a Tartan
37. David and Nancy Kent had gone south in
Zarabanda, the Niagara 35 they still own.
They’d discovered upon returning, however, that

Both conveniently located in the GTA

those plus-sized cruising boats, so comfortable at
anchor for sundowners, were less than frisky for
Wednesday-night racing. So they began looking
for a boat that would scratch their competitive
itch and also inspire other QCers to do likewise.

Since I planned to go cruising for at least a
year, I wasn’t as taken with the adventure as
the other guys. Even so, I was honoured that
they’d included me in what Broecker had already taken to calling “the syndicate.” The honour had an as-yet-untallied price, but at least
I was sure of my partners. We had cruised,
raced and travelled together for many   years.
These guys, however, moved fast. I thought selecting a boat would be an interesting exercise.
But by time I got on board, Pete Broecker had
already persuaded David and Jonesey that nothing but a Soling would do--provided he could soup
it up with a big chute and a couple of trapezes.
The search for a boat leapt ahead alarmingly. A few
evenings after the syndicate’s founding, my partners having dismissed my protest that the America’s Cup syndicate probably didn’t shop in Boat
for Sale, we were on our way to Lefroy, on Lake
Simcoe, to check out a Soling they’d seen listed.

For all your
performance sailing needs
416 251 0384 or
1 800 342 3644

They recall the trip as something of an indoctrination as my partners rhapsodized about the Soling’s history and considerable attributes: a Norwegian design that first appeared in 1965, they
patiently explained, the three-person 27-footer
had proved seaworthy, competitive, forgiving,
and more or less bulletproof. Having appeared

visit us online

foghmarine.com
901 Oxford Street , SW of Islington + the Gardiner | Toronto

On the last day, we sailed
way out towards the edge

continued on page 20
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Schmooze

continued from page 19

too late for the Mexico Olympics in 1968, the
Soling was selected as an Olympic class in 1972.
Vitamin Sea, the dull grey Soling we found
ourselves looking at in a marina, had sailed, albeit unsuccessfully, in the 1976
Olympic trials. But   it was in
relatively good shape and well
equipped, including a trailer
and even a 3-hp kicker that fit
on the gunwale with a bracket.
As I watched my partners
gleefully climb in and out of
it, marvelling at the inventory of bits and pieces--all
under the gaze of the somewhat perplexed vendor--it
struck me that our five-day-old
syndicate now pretty much
owned an Olympic-class boat.
Within a few hours we were towing it home.
My partners had already determined our indi-

vidual responsibilities within the syndicate. David
Kent, the structural guy, is congenitally incapable
of building stuff that isn’t beyond strong; Peter
Jones can make the ugliest piece of fiberglass and
worst-looking, non-working boat-part into something functionally elegant; Broecker, a dab hand at
sewing, is also a rigging wizard. Given that they’re
all fine boat keepers, I didn’t
see what could go wrong.
In light of my distressing
absence of manual skills,
they breezily designated me
“the paper guy.” I was still
pondering exactly what that
might entail when I got my
first assignment on the syndicate’s behalf. “Wayne,” they
directed, nodding toward the
vendor, “go beat him down by
a couple of hundred bucks.”
Fortunately, it didn’t matter
that my haggling talent falls
somewhere south of my boat-keeping abilities.
The Soling’s vendor was even more nervous.
He’d been wondering from the moment we ar-

rived what was up with the four guys in their
fifties and sixties kibitzing around while considering the purchase of an Olympic-class sail boat.
I was surprised when he quickly agreed to discount his price and was still puffed up when I
reported my victory to my partners. They, however, quickly disabused me of the notion that my
negotiating skills had had anything to do with
cutting the deal. Broecker, who’d been envisioning hanging on a trapeze as he whipped around
QC’s racecourse, had taken to calling the syndicate The Flying Queens.   “You should have
seen the guy’s face when we told him that’s who
to make the bill of sale out to,” David Kent reported. “He couldn’t get rid of us fast enough.”
Over the winter of 1994-5, we spent most weekends in rented warehouse space in the city readying the boat for the 1995 racing season. We’d pretty
much agreed that it had to be absolutely bulletproof; none of us wanted any part of maintenance.
We also decided we didn’t need all the controls
Olympic sailors did, a decision made easier by the
fact that we weren’t sure what many of them did.
After contemplating the somewhat discouraging
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boxes of rigging, sheaves, line, clutches and the
like that we stripped from above and below the
deck, we simply filled all the holes, then remounted only the stuff whose purpose we could identify.
The strategy appeared to work. The boat that we

The GP division only existed for two series in
1995, but Schmooze won both of them. For
good measure, Sari Bercovitch came third in the
Women Skippers Race and The Flying Queens
took a second in the Champion of Champions.
trucked to QCYC in spring of 1995 was decidedly stronger than a stock Soling, and a lot simpler to sail. It also differed from Olympic-class
Solings after Broecker installed not one but two
trapezes, which came with two harnesses he made.
At QCYC, the Soling also got a new look courtesy of Willie Shubat and Tom Tomlin, who
had blue paint left over from doing Initram’s
hull. Though the syndicate was called The Flying Queens, we’d never actually renamed her.
We decided to christen her Schmooze, the
Germanic version of “smooth”, which Peter
Broecker uttered with satisfaction every time he
ran his hand over the highly polished bottom.
Accommodating four partners on a three-person
boat was never a
problem. We rotated
crews as well as the
helm. From the outset,
Schmooze showed her
North Sea pedigree.
The harder it blew,
the more fun it was to
sail. When the wind
didn’t blow, however,
not so much, so we
conned Graham Dougall (no easy feat) into letting us fly a huge
chute that Peter Broecker found somewhere. We
argued that we couldn’t compete with the Stars
fleet without it in light air--which was the truth.
Blessedly, Graham also permitted the trapezes,
which not only powered up the rig but also was
easier than droop hiking on our aging bodies.
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At first, Graham had trouble figuring out which
division to put us in. In her first race in 1995,
Schmooze finished third in Division III behind
Bill Eckersley’s Alberg 37 and Wayne Smith’s
C&C30. For the second series, Graham created
a new Grand Prix division to accommodate boats
such as Schmooze, the constellation of Stars Jim
Finch and Dave Craddock had been introducing
to the club, and John Coull’s Tempest, Scott Won.

Schmooze proved even stronger than we’d anticipated. We could sail her, haul her on a trailer,
and leave her until the next week, seldom doing
much more than tightening a turnbuckle, yet she
continued to perform. In ’96, sailing in Division
II with the Stars, which had not yet been given
their own start, Schmooze won a third and two
firsts in club races, came third in Champion of
Champions, and won the Women Skippers Race
co-skippered by Tracy Jones and Sari Bercovitch.
Over the three summer series in 1997, she scored
three bullets in the resurrected Grand Prix division,
a third in the Champion of Champions, and got a
second in the WSR with Tracy at the helm. In 1998,
Schmooze took two firsts and a second in the club
series, another third in the Champion of Champions, and Mary Partridge won the WSR in her.
Alas, 1998   was
the last great year
for
Schmooze.
One factor was the
emerging popularity of the Star fleet
at QCYC, enthusiastically promoted
by David Craddock
and Jim Finch. Aided by John Finch’s
uncanny ability to come up with inexpensive
boats, the Star fleet grew in the way we’d hoped
a Soling one would. Even if we still felt the Soling’s forgiving nature, comfort and unbreakability made it a better choice, it couldn’t compete
with a Star in price or light-air performance.
Ironically, the situation that led to the creation
of The Flying Queen syndicate also contrib21

uted to its fading. We’d sought a nimble racer
because we didn’t want to race big cruisers. But
by the late 1990s, three of us had downsized
our big boats to smaller cruising models that
could be raced. Unfortunately, there wasn’t
much time left for Schmooze. Sadly, we sold her.
The good news is that Gary Hoeg, a QCer, bought
her, so Schmooze is still at Queen City. Even better news is that Gary is often looking for someone to sail her with him. Who knows? You might
even persuade Gary to create a sailing syndicate.
He already owns the perfect boat for the job.

QCYC Open
Regatta

By Dan Smith

We have a lot to be excited about in the upcoming season. Thanks to the help of a great
group of volunteers, preparations for the 2016
QCYC Open Regatta are coming along very
well. Consider this the official Save the Date for
our one-day event on Saturday, September 10!
In addition to the usual trappings (including live
music, great prizes, beer), this year we have been
coordinating a bit of a friendly challenge with our
dear neighbour ABYC. The basic concept is to
have a blended participation- and performancebased award given to the best-performing club
over both the ABYC and QCYC Open. Actual
numbers have yet to be confirmed, but we will
likely take the scores from each club’s top five or
ten PHRF boats at each event and award flags to
the winning club’s participating members. This
is a great opportunity for QCYC boats to score
an extra flag and show the sailing community
how we sail as a team.  And it’s all in good fun!
The ABYC Open is scheduled for May 28 and
will once again feature traditional course racing on Saturday. An additional coastal race
will be held on the Sunday for those interested,
though the events will be scored completely distinctly. This is also a great way to jumpstart the
season and get your crew interested in competing before the summer doldrums kick in. I truly
hope you will all consider joining me in representing QCYC. Please reach out with any questions and feel free to register online at lorc.org.  

Memorial
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It’s Back! Sunday
Morning Yoga at
QCYC
Sail Past at the
By Valerie Wint, Lor’ Tundrin
Queen City Yacht
Club

bring your own mat or big towel, and wear comfy clothes.
You might also want to   bring a hat and/or sunglasses.

I do hope to see you on Sunday mornings, mat in hand,
ready to practice. Looking forward to a great season

Sundays, 9:45 - 10:45 a.m., June 5 - August
28. On the lawn by the flagpole.

On any given Sunday morning from June to August, I either walk from our boat on the American side or I catch the
9:15 tender from the city side, preparing to lead our regular
Hatha Yoga practice. Between 9:30 and 9:45 people start to
arrive, yoga mats under their arms. The Island residents often fly in on their bikes, just in time to set themselves up.
A couple of stalwarts who don’t have boats may join me on
the tender. Guests of members and visitors from reciprocal
clubs come by for a class. Quite often we are twenty strong!
Our weekly Sunday-morning practice started five
years ago with only a few people. It has since become a staple of the club’s offerings, and members look
forward to working out the kinks and de-stressing.
We’ve had participants of all ages and abilities, from the 4-yearold for whom flexibility isn’t an issue, to the older people with
shoulder, hip or knee issues. No matter what your age or stage,
we can find a way for you to reap the benefits of a yoga practice.

Graham Dougall rearcommodore@qcyc.ca

The Annual Sail Past and Review of the Fleet
by the Commodore marks the official opening of the Club. This is quite a traditional and
formal event. It’s a day when all members celebrate the new sailing season. This is an allday event which all are expected to attend.
There are three components to the day:
• Sail Past in the afternoon
• Post Sail Past social
• The banquet and dancing in the Great Hall in
the evening.
The schedule on Saturday, May 21, 2016:

1205   Participants’ Meeting
1320   AQII departs for Review of the Fleet
1345   Review of the Fleet
1600   Sail Past of the Fleet in the Lagoon accompanied by the pipes
1630   Commodore’s Punchbowl Reception
1745   Sail Past Banquet
1755   Head Table Piped in
2030   Head Table departs for Flag Lowering
Ceremony
2042   Sunset and Flag Lowering Ceremony
2045   Dancing to Dirty Little Swing Thing
The Participants’ meeting is when the written
instructions for the Sail Past are distributed and
discussed. One important aspect of the Review
of Fleet is the orderly line of yachts passing the
Commodore’s anchored yacht. As with many
aspects of yachting, naval traditions drive this
practice. The order, with minor variations, is
•
Vice Commodore
•
Past Commodores in order of seniority
•
Fleet Captain
•
Sailing vessels, longest first
•
Power vessels, longest first
•
Invited vessels
•
Rear Commodore
In order to provide some help in organizing the

fleet, the fleet is divided into groups with assigned group leaders. The order, groups and group
leaders are in the Participants’ meeting handout.
Participation in the Review of the Feet is a timehonoured yachting tradition--so much so, that any
owner whose yacht does not participate in the
Review of the Fleet needs to present a bottle of
rum to the Commodore to atone for the lack of
participation. As a reverse of this, the Club will
award a bottle of rum to a participating yacht selected by the crew aboard the Commodore’s yacht.
The actual Review of the Fleet begins
at 1345 as per sailing directions distributed at the Participants’ Meeting.

CLUB PHRF TEAM CHALLENGE:
To the friendly sailors of the estimable

QUEEN CITY YACHT CLUB:
ASHBRIDGES BAY YACHT CLUB

CHALLENGES YOU!

Ready for
Sailpast?

As you may be aware, however, yoga addresses not only the physical, but also the mental and emotional aspects of our being. It’s
great for relieving stress and anxiety, and for turning negatives
into positives. You might find that you develop greater coordination, memory, reaction times, and improved concentration.

Rigging Shoppe...
supporting QCYC members
for over 45 years!

Classes are on Sundays from 9:45 to 10:45 a.m. on the
lawn, starting on June 5 and running through to August
28. Please try to arrive five minutes beforehand so that
you don’t disturb our opening centring exercise. Please

From Cathie Coulis

A member of QCYC for many years, Jean Nimmo
died in Picton on April 9 at the age of 98. There is a
memorial notice posted at  www.whattamfuneralhome.com, and her daughter Cathy Coulis sent the
following message about her mother and QCYC:

The May 28/29 2016 ABYC OPEN CHALLENGE Regatta features a new racing format for all PHRF racers.
We invite ALL racers competing under PHRF rules to join us this year for a spectacular season of exciting
sail racing on the lake. Forthwith, ABYC issues this CHALLENGE to all yacht racers of QUEEN CITY:

CLUB PHRF TEAM CHALLENGE:
-

Semi-Annual 2 event “Team Racing” competition.
1st Challenge May 28 at ABYC Open. 2nd Challenge September 10 at QCYC Open.
Unlimited number of PHRF boats can compete from each club.
Best Combined Club Team Score for PHRF boats from each club.
Flags & “Prizes” to each boat on the winning club team.
100% “Nationality Rule.” (Competing Boats club members only.)
CHALLENGE includes Flying Sail & Non-Flying Sail boats.
Largest club team increases their winning percentage!

Mum came to check on me, more times than not
she would find me up and gently scold me for
still being awake. How did she expect me to sleep
with all that ruckus going on right above me?

over the years they spent in the Toronto area and
also in Prince Edward County. Dad had what I
liked to refer to as a ‘colourful’ personality, and
my dear Mum was the quieter of the two. Mum
was a very kind and thoughtful woman with
a very strong will. Dad’s wedding gift to her, in
1948, was an old veteran R-boat which he presented to her when it was on the hard sitting
in a cradle out in an overgrown field at ABYC.
I can recall many fond memories of growing up
at Queen City. One such memory was when we
stayed overnight in our locker (one of those big
ones on the main floor of the clubhouse). Mum
preferred staying there rather than on the boat if

Winning team retains CLUB PHRF TEAM CHALLENGE TROPHY until next CHALLENGE.

SEE YOU IN MAY at ASHBRIDGES BAY!

44 Midwest Road, Toronto, ON, M1P 3A9
tel
email
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416-752-1711

info@riggingshoppe.com

free
web

the weather was particularly
nasty. The top bunk was
mine, and whenever one
of the club’s famously wellattended dances was being
held in the Great Hall I could see the dance floor
moving up and down right above my head! When

“Many members of Queen City Yacht Club knew
my folks Tom and Jean Nimmo, who were longtime members of Queen City, dating back to the
mid-1940’s. Mum and Dad always enjoyed sharing a few drinks and stories aboard their sailboats

The review begins with the firing of a gun. The
Vice Commodore leads the parade of Past Commodores by the Commodore’s yacht. The objective is
to have an orderly Sail Past and to allow the Commodore a chance to salute each boat and members.
Please find the leader of your section and then fall
in line to follow. If your boat is moving too fast,
please reduce sail or cut power. This is important
and will help maintain an orderly procession.

We try as much as possible to practice outdoors on the
lawn near the flagpole, but if the weather is inclement or too cold, we’ll move into the Snug. Since 2011,
we’ve practiced in the Snug only a handful of times.
Most people in North America come to yoga initially for the
physical benefits, wanting to increase their strength and flexibility. Yoga does all this, but can also improve your breathing and circulation, and can help relieve aches and pains.
So from a purely physical aspect, yoga complements any
physical activity you may enjoy, including sailing. It also helps
keep your muscles and bones strong so that you age well.

Jean Nimmo Memorial

1-877-752-1711

www.riggingshoppe.com
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I would like to extend my deepest appreciation
and heartfelt thanks to members, and to the many
friends I and my family are so privileged to have
throughout the sailing community who knew of
Mum’s long health struggles with blindness and
the ravages of Alzheimer’s Disease, and who took a
few moments to share with John and me their own
family’s stories of a loved one’s similar struggles.
Now more than ever, I am finding much-needed
support from those wonderful acts of kindness.  
When the weather is nicer and the temperature is
warmer, a Memorial Service will be held for Mum
in Picton. In the meantime, memorial gifts can be
made to the Alzheimer Society of Prince Edward
County on behalf of Jean Nimmo. Donations
can be made online. Visiting   www.alzheimer.
ca will direct you to the proper page for the Alzheimer Society of Hastings-Prince Edward County.”

QCYC Members Only Spring Specials

Prices Valid May thru June 2016
Or while supplies last!
Flat rate for shipping. Place your
order before 2pm to get on the way
same day!

$17
Holland Marine Products
875 Lakeshore Rd E.
Mississauga, ON
L5E1E2
All three
instruments
with Transducers
$ 1560.00

Xantrex Pro 1000Watt Inverter
Modified Sine Wave
#806-1010 XM1000 $299.99
(while quantities last)

Xantrex Freedom SW Inverters and
Charger - Sine Wave
2000W w/ 100A charger model Built in
30amp transfer relay.
#815-2012 SW2012 $ 1950.00
With remote panel $ 2250.00

AdvanSea
Wind $ 825.00
Speed $ 399.00
Depth $ 449.00

2000GL
Single Burner
Non-Pressurized Alcohol
Stove with Glass Top
$279.99

Engine Sound
Insulation
13.5sq.ft.36”x54”
$ 85.00
2121

Jabsco Twist ‘n’ Lock Head
Compact $ 179.99
Large Bowl $ 199.99

All Quick Windlass
Models Available
Aries 300w 1/4G4 Chain
$ 400.00
12Ga. Orion Flare Launcher Kit
6 Flares and Gun.
#C1212 $ 89.00
Replacement Shells
#12AWGF $32.99/3pk
Plastimo Inflatable Vest - Pilot
With Harness Automatic/Manual
Black with crotch strap $159.00
With Harness Automatic/Manual
Blue or Red $139.00
Without harness Manual Activation
Red $99.00
1121

Grey Window
Gasket
$5.00/ft Only
available at HMP
Was used on most Canadian built boats: CS,
C&C, Mirage, Grampians, Tanzer, Northern, etc.

Nova Kool
Convert your ice box
into a fridge!
$ 999.00

We have been serving the boating community since 1957. We specialize in marine hardware and Canadian
built boats like CS, C&C, Mirage, Grampians, Tanzer and many more.
We’re sailors and we get it. Check out our same to next day turn around on splicing, standing and running
rigging, as well as our in house custom graphic services for your boat name and registration numbers.
Email us your name and address to cd@hollandmarine.com to receive your free catalogue today!

www.hollandmarine.com e. info@hollandmarine.com t. 905.891.1639 f. 905.891.7972

